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ENGINEERING THAT WORKS FOR YOU

Main Drainage- Newlands Court Flood Alleviation
Contract

Value

Location

36 Weeks

£2.4m

South Shields

Client

Engineer:

Northumbrian Water Ltd

Mott Macdonald

Abbey Road

1 West Durham Office Park

Pity Me

St Johns Road

Durham

Meadowfield

DH1 5JF

County Durham
DH7 1AD

Project Description:
Newland Court is a residential area in South Shields with private houses dating back to the 1970s when the former Harton Colliery was closed and the site reclaimed.
During July 2002 some of the houses suffered severe flooding
arising in part from the sewerage system, with flood depths
reported to be one metre within the affected properties.
Flooding incidents were repeated a number of times in the
following years which prompted Northumbrian Water Ltd
(NWL) to investigate the problem.
The works consisted of the construction of a 25 metre diameter storage tank providing 4800 cubic metres of storage.
The tank allowed a reverse flow from the surcharges main
sewer to be stored until such a time when the storm water
could flow back into the main sewer system. This scheme will
alleviate flooding to approximately 20 properties and forms
part of a larger scheme which Seymour have been involved
with for many years.
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The project was awarded excellent Health and Safety scores
at every monthly audit which was carried out by the client.




Site excavation and preparation was completed in 5 weeks
during February/March 2009.




Land drains constructed around the tank excavation minimised the risk of run off flooding the works.




The excavation of the shaft using segmental units removed
the need for temporary support to the ground and the 25m
diameter and 12 m deep tank was constructed in 11 weeks.




Early engagement with the supplier enabled the manufacture
and delivery of the units to be tailored to suit the programme.




The storage capacity of the tank was the size of 2 Olympic
swimming pools!




The use of segmental units has health and safety benefits simplifying construction and removing the need to fix reinforcement steel, fix formwork and pour concrete at height in the
tank walls.




The mass concrete pours for the base slab were a testament
to the planning, co-operation and coordination of the supply
chain with the concrete suppliers, concrete pumping suppliers
and Seymour’s concrete teams working as a unit to synchronise their activities and support each other.




Manhole rings were used to form permanent shuttering to
the support columns which again removed health and safety
risks, reducing the programme and lowering the outturn cost.




The precast concrete roof units were manufactured off site in
factory conditions which enhanced the quality of the finished

